**REGISTER OF OFFICIAL BALLOTS FOR EARLY VOTING AT MAIN LOCATION**

Number of ballots received……………………………………………………………………..*  
Number of ballots voted in person ……………………………………………………………   
Number of ballots defectively printed ……………………………………………………….  
Number of mutilated or defaced ballots returned by voter ………………………………  
Number of ballots not given to voters ………………………………………………………. 
TOTAL NUMBER OF BALLOTS ACCOUNTED FOR………………………………………..*  

*These two numbers should be equal.

__________________________
Signature of Branch Early Voting Clerk

**NOTE**: Return original copy in ballot box no. 4 with unused ballots when closing the branch polling place on the last day for voting at that location. Other copy retained by the branch early voting clerk with other records.